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Abstract 
A superlinear first-order differential-functional equation is considered with a delay depending on the unknown function. 
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1. Introduction 
In the last few years the number of publications devoted to the study of qualitative properties of 
the functional-differential equations has increased considerably. For instance, in the monographs [4, 
5, 9], the basic results have been discussed which concern the oscillatory behaviour of solutions to 
such equations, as well as some results dealing with the asymptotic behaviour of solutions and the 
existence of positive solutions. 
Mathematical modeling in various applied fields of science makes use of functional-differential 
equations where the transformed argument depends on the time variable as well as on the unknown 
function [6, 7, 10]. We note that these kinds of problems have been studied previously [1-3]. 
An interesting example for equations of the type under consideration is the following nonlinear 
equation: 
x'(t)  + p(t) lx(A(t ,x(t))) J ;~sgnx(A(t ,x(t)))  = O. (1) 
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This is a superlinear equation if 2 > 1 and sublinear if 0 <2 < 1. In the case when (1) is linear 
(2 = l, A = ~(t)) various conditions for oscillation of its solutions are known, as well as conditions 
for the existence of a positive solution [5, 9]. 
In the present paper sufficient conditions are offered for the existence of positive solutions to 
Eq. (1) in the case when 2>1 and A(t,x)<~t. We note that in [8,9, Section 3.5] the existence 
of positive solutions in the superlinear case with retarded argument depending on the independent 
variable only has been discussed. 
2. Preliminary notes 
Consider Eq. (1) under the following conditions: 
(HI) 2>1 is a constant and pEC(E+,E+),  where E+ = [0,+oo). 
(H2) A E C(~+ x ~, ~). 
(H3) There exist TE ~+ and A, E C(~+, R) such that 
lim A,(t)=+cxD and A,(t)<~A(t,x) for t~>T, xE~.  t---+4-~ 
(H4) There exist TE ~+ and A* c C(~+, ~) such that A*(t) is a nondecreasing function for t >~ T, 
and 
A( t ,x )~A*( t )<t  for t>~T, xEE.  
Let TE~+ and T_~=inf{A(t,x): t>-T, xGE}. 
Definition 1. The function x(t) is said to be a solution of Eq. (1) in the interval [T, +~)  i fx(t)  is 
defined for t ~> T_l and is differentiable and satisfies (1) for t >~ T. 
3. Main results 
Theorem 2. Suppose that conditions H1-H4 are fulfilled and let there exist a number T-l > 0 such 
that 
fi;' fa'.u)p(s)ds foa*(°p(s)ds (2) 
for t >1 T_1, where fl = 21/{;'-l). 
Then there exist positive numbers c and To such that Eq. (1) has a solution x( t ) which is defined 
in [T0,+oo) and satisfies the inequalities 
{ £ U  x(t) >~ c 1-2 + fl;~(2 - 1) p(s)ds -- m(t), (3) 
~T I -~ l/(1--2) 
x(t)<, e l - ; '+(2  - 1) p(s )ds)  -~M(t) (4) 
and 
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x(t) <.x(A(t,x(t))) <~ fix(t) for t >~ To. (5) 
Proof. Let us define the number To = inf{z: A.(t)>~ T_~, t>>-z} and the sequence {Tn} such that 
T,=A*-I(T,_I), nEN. Then 
A(t,x)>~T_l for t>~To, xEN, 
and 
A(t,x)<<.Tn_l for t<.Tn, xEE, nCN. 
Choose a number c > 0 such that 
ff' c 1-;~ >~ fi;~ p(s) ds. (6) 
Then, it follows from (2) and (6) that 
t iA*(t)  
fi;~ f p(s)ds<<.cl-;~+(2 -1 )  p(s)ds for t>~Tl. (7) 
J~ *(t) J TI 
Let nEN and B, be the Banach space of functions xEC([T_I,T.],~) with the norm Ilxll= 
sup{Ix(t)l: v_l t < 
Let S~ be the set of functions x EB~ which satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) x(t)=c for T_, <<.t<<.To. 
(b) x(t) satisfies the inequalities (3)-(5)  for To ~< t ~< 7"1. 
It follows from (6) that the function 
c, T_I <<.t<<.To, 
yl(t)---- m(t), To<t<.Tl, 
satisfies conditions (a) and (b). Therefore, the set S1 is nonempty. Moreover, $1 is a closed and 
convex subset of B~. 
Define the operator U1 : S1 ~ Bl by the formula 
{c  i ~i ]l/(1-;~)T-l<<'t<<'T°' 
[x(A(s'x(s)))] ~ ds To <t <. TI. Ulx(t) = c 1-;~ + (2 - 1) p(s) [ x(s) J ~ ' 
For each xES1, we have x(t)<.c for T_I ~<t~< T1, and 
(8) 
fvl )1/(1-~) UlX(t) ~ C 1-2 + (2 -- 1) p(s)ds~ =M(t) ,  (9) 
Ulx(t)>~{cl-~+fi;~(2-1)fvlp(s)ds}I/(1-~)=m(t) (10) 
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and 
Ulx( A( t, Ulx(t) ) ) ~ Ulx( A* (t ) ) >>. UlX(t) (11) 
for To<t <<. 1"1. Moreover, it follows from (6) that 
1/(/, 4 
U,x(t) = c c1-;'+(2 - 1) p(s) [x(A(s,x(s)))];" 
1) 
L x(s) J ds 
<<{l+c; , - l+f l ; , (2_ l ) f lp(s)ds} 1/(;'-1) 
<~ { l+2-1}v ; ' - l= f l  for To<~t<~T~. (12) 
Therefore, (9)-(12) imply U1S1 C S1. Applying the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, it is standard to verify 
that the set UIS1 is relatively compact in BI. Thus, Schauder-Tychonov's fixed point theorem yields 
existence of x~ E S~ such that 
xi(t)= UlXl(t), T-1 <<. t <<. T1. (13) 
It follows from (8) and (13) that xl(t) is a solution of (1), which satisfies the inequalities (3)-(5) 
for To <<. t <~ Tl. 
Now, define inductively the sequence of functions Xn : IT-l, Tn] ~ • which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(an) xn(t) satisfies the inequalities (3)-(5) for To ~<t ~< Tn. 
(bn) Xn(t)= Unxn(t) for T_l <.t<.Tn, (14) 
where 
T_ l <~ t<<. Tn_ l / x'-'">' ' 
Unx(t)= [ {cl_;, +(2_  l)f;oP(S) [ -~  J J rn_l<t~rn) 
and the function xl(t) satisfies (13). 
Let us suppose that the functions xfit) satisfy conditions (aj) and (bj) for 2<<.j<<.n. Let Sn+l be 
the set of functions x E B,+I, which satisfy the following conditions: 
x(t)=xn(t), T-1 <~t<~Tn, (16) 
x(t) satisfies the inequalities (3)-(5) for Tn ~<t ~< Tn+l. (17) 
Define the operator U,+~ "an+ 1---~Bn+l by the formula 
x((t), 
U.+lx(t)= c'-;" + (2 - 1)froP(S ) [x(A(s,x(s)))] 
I. x(s) J 
;, ds} 1/(~-2') 
T_l <.t<.Tn 
Tn < t <<. T.+l. 
(18) 
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Considering separately the cases To<~t<<.T1 and t>T1 and using the inequalities (6) and (7), 
respectively, we conclude that 
cl-;' q- )~ [A'(t) ~TI p(s) ds >>. p(s) ds for t ~> To. 
alTo 
It is easy to verify now that the function 
Xn(t), T-i <~t<~Tn 
xn(T.) - m(T.) 
y.+l( t )= m(t) + M(T.)  - m(T.) [M( t ) -  m(t)], T.<t<<.T.+l, 
fullfils conditions (16) and (17). 
Therefore, S.+I is a closed, convex and nonempty subset of Bn+1. 
Let x E Sn+l. Then m(t) <<. U.+lX(t) <~M(t) and 
Un+lx(A(t, Un+lX(t))) >~ Un+lX(d*(t)) >~ Un+lX(t) for To <<. t <~ Tn+l. 
Moreover, it follows from (5) that 
U.+lx( A( t, U.+ lx( t ) ) ) 
Un+lX(t) 
C 1-2 + (A -- 1)f~o p(s) [x(A(s'x(s)))] ° ~1/(),-,) = L x(s) j ds 
fd(t,U,,+,x(t)) )" f + ] 
fl;.() _ 1)ft(t)p(s)ds }1/(2-- 1) 
~< 1 + C~_-S+(- ~_  1)fA..)p(s)ds for To<~t<~T.+,. 
dTo 
Considering separately the cases To <<. t <<. T1 and t>~T1 and using (6) and (7), respectively, we 
conclude that 
Un+lX(A(t, Un+lX(t))) <~/~1/(2--1) = fl  for To ~< t ~< Tn+l. 
Un+lX(t) 
Therefore, U.+lSn+~ c S.+~. An application of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem proves that the set 
Un+IS.+I is a relatively compact in B.+~. 
Thus, the Schauder-Tychonov fixed point theorem asserts that there exists x.+l E S.+~ such that 
~Cn+l(t)=Un+lXn+l(t ) for T_1<<.t<<.T.+1. Hence, the function x.+l(t) satisfies conditions (16) and 
(17). This proves the existence of a sequence of functions x.(t), satisfying conditions (an) and (bn), 
respectively. It follows from (14) and (15) that x.(t) is a solution of Eq. (1) in [To, T.]. Define the 
function x : [T_l, +e~) ~ ~ as follows 
x(t )=c,  T-1 <~ t <~ To, 
x(t)=x.(t) ,  T._I<t<<.T., nE~.  
It is clear that x(t) is a solution of Eq. (1) which satisfies the conditions (3)-(5) in the interval 
Iv0, +~) .  [] 
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Consider now the equation 
x'(t) + f(t,x(A(t,x(t)))) ---0. (19) 
The following result can be proved analogously to Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that: 
1. conditions H2-H4 are fulfilled; 
2. the function f E C(~+ × ~, ~) satisfies the inequality 
pl( t )lx[ ;~ <<. f ( t,x )sgn x <<. p2( t )[x[ ;~, (20) 
where 2> 1 is a constant and pi E C(~+, ~+), i-- 1,2; 
3. there exists T_I E ~+ such that 
f t  ~;~ p2(s)ds<<.(2- 1) pl(s)ds for t>~T_l, where fl=21/(;~-1). (21) 
A*(t) 
Then there exist positive numbers c and To such that Eq. (19) has a solution x(t) which is 
defined in [To, +~)  and satisfies the inequalities 
x(t) >>- cl-)~+fl)(2- 1) p2(s)dsjI/(1-)~)--m2(t), (22) 
x(t)<<.{cl-;~+(2-1)frlpl(s)ds}'/(1-~"=-ml(t) (23) 
and 
x(t)<~x(A(t,x(t)))<~flx(t) for t>-To. (24) 
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